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by grand unification theory constructions and we study the phenomenology of such models by
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1. Introduction
While the existence of Dark Matter (DM) seems to be well established from the observation of
large scale structures, N-body simulations and measurements of the anisostropies of the Cosmic
Microwave Background [1], its exact nature and properties remain misunderstood and still not de-
scribed by the Standard Model (SM). Constraints have been set on the dark matter couplings to SM
fields in universal frameworks [2] with effective field theory approaches [3] and some authors have
built UV-complete theories in more specific frameworks, such as supersymmetric theories, describ-
ing the dark matter particles in our universe. More recently, some models known as simplified dark
matter models have been proposed, in which the minimal particle content and only very few pa-
rameters are added in order to respect the different constraints set on DM properties from collider
experiments and astrophysical observations, and ensuring a dark matter candidate stable enough to
account for his abundance. In this kind of setup, several cases have been studied in which the DM
particles can interact with SM particles through the exchange of a particle such as Higgs portal or
Z portal [4][5]. The framework of this project lies between a simple dark matter model and a UV
complete Grand Unification Theory (GUT) description embedding the standard model and a dark
matter candidate. We study the phenomenological aspects and derive constraints on DM properties
in several scenarios considering interactions between a fermionic dark matter candidate and SM
fields via the exchange of a massive spin-1 Z′ in GUT inspired constructions.
2. Z′ portal scenarios in GUT inspired constructions
In the context of GUT, a massive Z′ can arise from the breaking of the GUT symmetry group at
some intermediate scale [6]. In this work, we are considering two concrete realizations based on
the E6 group, namely χ and ψ and a string inspired scenario, namely η corresponding to the linear
combination : Zη =
√
3
8Zχ −
√
5
8Zψ . We consider as well the left-right symmetric model as an
intermediate scale gauge group and the B-L model, both based on the SO(10) GUT gauge group,
and the Sequential Standard Model (SSM) as a reference. In this framework, we can parametrize
the relevant part of the lagrangian in the following way :
L ⊃ g˜∑
f
f¯ γµ(ε fLPL+ ε
f
RPR) f Z
′
µ +gχ χ¯γ
µ(εχL PL+ ε
χ
RPR)χZ
′
µ (2.1)
Where f denotes the SM fermions, χ the DM particles, g˜ and gχ denote gauge couplings and
εL,R the couplings of the left and right handed components of the DM and SM fields. We further
assume that the specific representation of the GUT group in which the DM lies is unknown and we
study the phenomenological aspects in a general case, as a result we consider the DM mass and its
couplings as free parameters. The SM fermions couplings ε fL,R to Z
′ are fixed by GUT construction
and specified in Table 1, where D is a normalization factor. We can re-express the lagrangian in a
more convenient "V −A" parametrization :
L ⊃ g˜
(
∑
f
f¯ γµ(Vf −A f γ5) f Z′µ + χ¯γµ(Vχ −Aχγ5)χZ′µ
)
(2.2)
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χ ψ η LR B-L SSM
D 2
√
10 2
√
6 2
√
15
√
5/3 1 1
εuL -1 1 -2 -0.109 1/6
1
2 − 23 sin2(θW )
εdL -1 1 -2 -0.109 1/6 −12 + 13 sin2(θW )
εuR 1 -1 2 0.656 1/6 −23 sin2(θW )
εdR -3 -1 -1 -0.874 1/6
1
3 sin
2(θW )
ενL 3 1 1 0.327 -1/2
1
2
ε lL 3 1 1 0.327 -1/2 −12 + sin2(θW )
ε lR 1 -1 2 -0.438 -1/2 sin
2(θW )
Table 1: Left and right handed SM fermion couplings to Z′ and GUT normalization factor D for the several
models considered in this work
where :
g˜Vf =
g˜
2D
(ε fL + ε
f
R), g˜A f =
g˜
2D
(ε fL − ε fR) (2.3)
g˜Vχ =
gχ
2D
(εχL + ε
χ
R ), g˜Aχ =
gχ
2D
(εχL − εχR ) (2.4)
In the case of the SSM, we assumed g˜ = g ≈ 0.65 and in the GUT models, we choose the GUT
normalized value g˜ = gχ =
√
5
3g tanθW ≈ 0.46 where g denotes the gauge coupling of the SM
U(1)Y gauge group.
3. Confronting relic density with direct detection constraints
In this section we investigate the Spin Dependent (SD) and Spin Independent (SI) direct detec-
tion phenomenological constraints by deriving general results in the several models considered in
this work and we confront the canonical thermally produced DM scenario with direct detection
exclusion limits in these GUT inspired scenarios.
The computation of the SI and SD scattering cross section between DM particles and nucleons is
straightforward and can be expressed, for a proton as an example, in the following way :
σ pSI =
µ2χ pg˜4V 2χ
piM4Z′
αSI, σ pSD =
3µ2χ pg˜4A2χ
piM4Z′
αSD (3.1)
Where µχ p is the DM-proton reduced mass, MZ′ is the Z′ mass. Notice here that the SI contribution
of the scattering cross section will only be dependent on the vectorial coupling Vχ to DM and on
the other hand, the SD contribution will be sensitive to Aχ only.
αSI and αSD are correction factors defined to take into account the non identical DM-neutron and
DM-proton interaction, which is commonly assumed by experimental collaborations when extract-
ing constraints on scattering cross section, and taking into account the nuclear isotopes abundances
of the detector material :
αSD =
∑AηAA2[Vu(1+Z/A)+Vd(2−Z/A)]2
∑AηAA2
(3.2a)
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αSI =
∑AηA[Au(∆
p
uSAp+∆nuSAn )+Ad(∆
p
dS
A
p+∆ndS
A
n +∆
p
s SAp+∆nsSAn )]2
∑AηA[SAp+SAn ]2
(3.2b)
Where Z (A) is the number of proton (nucleons) of each isotope and ηA is the relative abundance of
the isotope with A nucleons. The coefficients ∆Nq denote the contribution of the quark q to the spin
of the nucleon N and SAN the contribution of the nucleon N to the spin of a nucleus with A nucleons.
The ratio of the SD contribution of the cross section over the SI contribution can be expressed as a
function of the parameter α = Aχ/Vχ in the following way :
σ pSD
σ pSI
= 3α2
αSD
αSI
,
σnSD
σnSI
= 3α2
αSD
αSI
(
2Vd+Vu
2Vu+Vd
)2(Au∆pu +Ad(∆pd +∆ps )
Au∆nu+Ad(∆nd+∆ns )
)2
(3.3)
Notice that these relations are valid as long as the dark matter mass is of the order of the GeV
scale and the Z′ mass is much larger, but they do not rely on any other specific assumption and
are valid for each model considered in this work. The evolution of σSDσSI for protons and neutrons
with the parameter α has been represented in Figure 1 for the scenarios considered in this work.
In the case of the B-L scenario, the right and left handed couplings are identical implying a purely
vectorial coupling between quarks and Z′, thus not presented on this plot as well as the ψ scenario,
predicting only axial couplings.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the ratio of the SD over the SI dependent contribution of the cross section for the
proton (left) and neutron (right) with the nature of the dark matter coupling to Z′, parametrized by the
parameter α
In the canonical thermally produced DM scenario, the DM particles decoupled from the SM ther-
mal bath while being non relativistic with a usually assumed maxwellian velocity distribution
centered around v ∼ 0.3. The relic density is related to the velocity averaged annihilation cross
section < σv > via the Boltzmann equation and the correct relic abundance can be reached for
< σv >' 3.10−26cm3s−1 for a DM mass of O(GeV). A reliable analytical estimate of < σv > is
obtained by performing a velocity expansion [7] :
< σv>≈ g˜
4m2χ
piM4Z′
∑
f
c f (A2f +V
2
f )V
2
χ
(
1+
2
3
(2α2−1)v2
)
(3.4)
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Figure 2: On the left, σ pSD as a function of the DM mass for the Z
′ theories considered, assuming a DM
relic density matching the Planck observations and considering the limits on σ pSI derived by the LUX col-
laboration. The constraints on σ pSD deduced from the measurements of the PICO collaboration are shown in
orange. On the right, we show the parameter space excluded by PICO and excluding a thermally produced
DM scenario in the case of the η model.
Where c f is a color factor. Here we neglected higher orders in v2 and we neglected the masses of
the SM fermions. This hypothesis remains valid for mχ & 10 GeV for most of the SM fermions
except for the top quark1. Notice here that in this expression the dominant contribution will be trig-
gered by the vectorial coupling, and therefore the SI contribution of the direct detection scattering
cross section from equation (3.1). In this framework, the velocity averaged annihilation cross sec-
tion depends only on four parameters : the DM mass, the Z′ mass, the vectorial couplingVχ and the
parameter α . The LUX collaboration has set strong constraints on the SI cross section [8] therefore
on the vectorial DM coupling. Respecting these constraints and assuming that the DM abundance
fits the Planck observations, there is a straightforward relation between the DM and Z′ masses and
the SD cross section through equation (3.3). Therefore we can reinterpret the constraints set by
LUX on SI cross section into SD constraints, as a function of the dark matter mass. In principle
the results are dependent on MZ′ but as long as the condition MZ′  mχ is verified, by varying MZ′
the results are almost unchanged and thus our results remain general. The derived constraints on
the SD cross section are presented Figure 2 for each model considered, where we show the current
exclusion limits on σ pSD set by the PICO collaboration [9] as well. For each model, the only viable
parameter space lies between the several curves and the PICO exclusion limits, as represented on
Figure 2 on the right. Indeed, assuming a very low SD cross section, the axial coupling Aχ would
be suppressed with respect to Vχ , leading the DM density to be only dependent on the vectorial
coupling Vχ . In order to avoid being in tension with the LUX exclusion limits, the coupling Vχ
will have to be small leading to an overabundant DM. The intermediate values of σ pSD allow the
DM density to depend significantly on Aχ and avoid having a large Vχ giving the correct density,
leading to an under abundant DM but still a viable scenario. At DM masses . 100 GeV, all of the
1This hypothesis is made only for illustrative purposes, the results are almost unaffected by considering its contri-
bution.
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different scenarios considered here are in tension with a thermally produced dark matter scenario
and the exclusion limits set by the PICO collaboration.
4. Conclusion and prospects
In this work we showed that by embedding simplified dark matter models in a general E6 and
SO(10) grand unification theory constructions, we can combine and use the complementary of spin
independent and spin dependent constraints from direct detection with LUX and PICO data, and
observations from Planck, to derive stringent bounds on the thermally produced dark matter sce-
nario and exclude dark matter masses below ∼ 100 GeV in several different models in this setup
without specific assumptions on the dark matter couplings. Collider analysis have been performed
in general extensions of the standard model involving a Z′, and combining cosmological measure-
ments and constraints from the upcoming direct detection experiments and results from run II of
the LHC will be a powerful tool to probe a larger parameter space in our framework and might lead
to a reconsideration of the thermally produced dark matter paradigm.
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